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WHAT’S INSIDE

M E E T  J O N AT H A N

M Y  M E T H O D

T E S T I M O N I A L S

PA C K A G E S

C O N TA C T

HELLO!
I OFFER THIS INTRODUCTION TO YOU WITH THE HOPE 
THAT YOU IMBIBE MY PHILOSOPHY, METHODOLOGY 
AND EXPERIENCE, THE IMAGES THAT SHOWCASE 
MY STYLE, AND THE TESTIMONIAL FROM BRIDES 
SPANNING MY 13 YEARS IN THE WEDDING BUSINESS. 
I HOPE THIS IS THE FIRST STEP TO A MEETING WITH 
YOU IN PERSON!





M E E T  J O N A T H A N

hen I was 15 my father gave me 

a Konica 35mm camera and built 

a darkroom in our basement. I still 

have that camera. My passion for 

photography stems from the sheer 

joy and amazement I experience every 

time I capture a moment in time. The 

gratitude and pleasure I feel when 

others can share that same emotion 

from my images is immeasurable. My 

career as a professional photographer 

took some time to manifest. After 

college (degree in Economics) I worked 

as a fundraiser for political and 

charitable organizations, and then the 

bulk of the years as a financial advisor 

in Florida. However, that passion for 

photography was always with me. I 

spent much of my free time exploring 

all the possibilities my camera had to 

offer. In 2003 I decided to make a 

change to pursue my true calling. 
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M E E T  J O N A T H A N

y studio began as a editorial and 

advertising one with clients such as 

Toyota, Isuzu, and United Healthcare, 

to name a few. These beginnings gave 

me the fundamental understandings 

in the use of artificial and natural 

light, and in crafting compositions 

that tell a story. It was here also 

that I was trained in the use of film 

and digital in medium format, large 

format and 35mm. From there I took 

my training in photojournalism in the 

field apprenticing for AP and Reuters 

photographers, learning to see a big 

picture in a detail and translate that to 

an image. As I ventured into weddings, 

I found that I was able to exercise 

my training in since then my style 

has evolved to match my personality: 

artistic and structured; free-spirited, 

dramatic, and intuitive. 
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M Y  M E T H O D

To be asked by a couple to 

document one of the most 

memorable experiences of their 

lives, is an honor. My philosophy is 

that each wedding has an exclusive 

rhythm defined by the personalities 

present. Like any documentation, 

I do my research by getting to 

know what it is that defines my 

couples and their chemistry. With 

this knowledge, I can artfully create 

an editorial collection of images that 

tells each client’s individual wedding 

day story.

ith 13 years in the wedding 

industry, and over 750 events 

captured, I and my team draw 

from a broad range of skill and 

experience when documenting 

our weddings. We navigate the live 

action atmosphere of the wedding 

day while keeping our interactions 

with guests fun and non-intrusive, 

so as to best artfully capture them 

as they naturally, dramatically occur.

The emotional interactions between 

my clients, and between their family 

and friends are the heart of the 

wedding day. We strive to document 

those interactions as they naturally 

occur, unobtrusively and without 

manipulation, to capture the 

elements and essence of the day in 

their organic state.
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“THE EMOTIONAL INTERACTIONS BETWEEN MY CLIENTS, AND 
BETWEEN THEIR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS, ARE THE HEART OF 
THE WEDDING DAY.”





T E S T I M O N I A L S

CHRISTINA
 “Jonathan photographed our wedding 
and designed our album and we 
couldn’t be happier! Jonathan has 
a great sense of humor and he 
really made everyone feel relaxed 
and comfortable. We are more than 
amazed at our wedding album and we 
have gotten so many compliments! 
Since our wedding, Jonathan has 
photographed three of our friend’s 
weddings and they are equally 
impressed. Thank you Jonathan, we 
feel you really captured the spirit 
and emotion of our special day!”

CAROLINA
 “Jonathan and his team are extremely 
talented and lots of fun to work with. 
From the moment I saw his web site 
I knew I wanted him to photograph 
my wedding. The albums he puts 
together are some of the best I 
have seen. Before I found him I 
met with other photographers that 
are well known in South Florida 
and none of their work impressed 
me like Jonathan’s. His pictures are 
awesome the albums covers he 
uses are amazing and the layouts he 
creates for the album are incredible!!”

 

JANA
  “Jonathan Scott is a truly talented 
photographer. His photo-journalistic 
style is incredible. Additionally, he is 
professional and knows exactly how 
to work with a bride and groom. We 
are beyond thrilled with our photos. 
The only trouble we had was trying to 
choose the best ones for the album 
since we absolutely loved all of them! 
We were very fortunate to find this 
photographer and highly recommend 
his artistic work. He knows just how 
to capture the moment.”

 “TO DESCRIBE OUR EXPERIENCE WITH JONATHAN IN THREE WORDS I WOULD SAY HE 
WAS VERY PROFESSIONAL  /  PERSONABLE  /  & FOCUSED; NOT JUST THE WHOLE 
WEDDING DAY AND NIGHT, BUT THROUGH ALL OF OUR INTERACTIONS WITH HIM. FROM 
OUR VERY FIRST MEETING, WE KNEW WE HAD FOUND THE PERFECT PHOTOGRAPHER   

ANDREA

T E S T I M O N I A L S

”



JANICE
 “I wanted to share this post because I hear JSP is now in NYC, and for those brides-to-be out here, you are very lucky!

I was the lucky girl! Actually, both my husband and I were for choosing JSP Studio. I remember trying to decide which 

is the most important part of a wedding? Well, the answer is the photographer! My goal was that in 20 years, I wanted 

to smile while looking through my wedding album and say, “ What a beautiful day it was!” :)  I wanted to have photos 

that would capture the true essence of what my husband and I were feeling that day, our connection, and most 

importantly... our sense of humor! JSP did just this! To this day, I still find myself looking through my photos and feeling 

so thankful to JSP. Jonathan was referred to my by my wedding planner, which was an absolute blessing. We decided 

on doing both an engagement shoot (which I strongly encourage) and wedding album.  What caught my attention to 

Jonathan was his passion, sense of humor and dedication for fashion journalistic photography. He described in his 

biography (which is on his website) that he took a risk in changing careers to do something that he LOVES! This is 

what made me realize, this is someone I have to work with. I am so thankful I did.

He will do whatever it takes to take the perfect shot. One particular example of his dedication to us, was him offering 

to return to meet with my husband and I after a completed engagement session. He drove through an hour of rush 

hour traffic just to take a few more shots, because he knew I was interested in sunset pictures. This is what I mean 

by dedication and passion! 

I can’t thank him enough for being that special person in our lives, it will forever be a day beautifully remembered 

because of Jonathan. I hope this helps and wish you Happy Wedding Bliss!!! And remember, if you want to have fun, 

feel beautiful and feel like the most stunning couple out there then choose JSP!”

T E S T I M O N I A L S





T E S T I M O N I A L S

BRITTANY
“Where to begin! Working with (& befriending) Jonathan has been an 

AMAZING experience. While currently working in the wedding industry 

alongside Jonathan for the last few years, I am exposed to so many 

different photographers. Since day of 1 meeting Jonathan, to witnessing his 

professionalism with our mutual clients, to working with his expertise during 

the actual events, to FINALLY becoming a bride myself.....experiencing how 

he composes the work he does, is absolutely mind blowing. Jonathan - Your 

creativity and ability to make my husband and I feel so comfortable thru 

each moment of shooting is incomparable.... these pictures say it all.....and 

you captured the day flawlessly. You offer such confidence to a couple 

while shooting which is absolutely necessary when your not used to it. Your 

editorial style of shooting is ideal for a wedding as you want to enjoy the 

true moments of the day..not go from pose to pose. You allowed us to be 

us - and guided us in such a way you were able to capture the personality 

and love we share. From the engagement shoot, to my boudoir session, to 

the wedding day - the pictures are everything more than we could have both 

even dreamed of. The only thing from your wedding day you have left other 

than your own memory is your pictures...so when it comes to photography 

do not skimp on getting anything but the best - Jonathan..you truly are the 

best. They are the most gorgeous pictures we’ve ever seen. We love each 

one more than the next...Words cannot thank you enough!”

STACEY
“Jonathan became a friend in the 

process leading up to and after our 

wedding. He sincerely cares about 

us as a couple and it showed. We 

had the unfortunate “weather” 

situation every couple dreads for 

their wedding... Jonathan went 

above and beyond to make sure 

we had the best pictures possible 

utilizing the inside of our venue and 

the covered outdoor parts. Looking 

at the pictures, you wouldn’t even 

know rain was in the vicinity. He 

truly captures the most precious 

moments, he loves candids, and 

when you get your pictures back, 

so do you! He really is so talented 

and we are so grateful we had him 

leading up to our big day, on the big 

day and now going forward.”



T E S T I M O N I A L S

ALI
“When you pick a wedding photographer you are more or less choosing an extra member of your wedding party -- 

someone who is with you for the entire event, from the moment you get dressed until the very end of your celebration. 

There is no one else I would choose to spend this much time with me and my family & friends on such a personal and 

special day. Jonathan and his team were absolute perfection - they kept everything light and fun and were not afraid 

to go the extra mile to get a great shot, and Jonathan gets to know his clients in an effort to make the experience 

even more individualized and comfortable. His photographs are artful and stunning, not at all cheesy or formulaic. 

Jonathan is incredibly talented and has an eye for those “magic moments” - whether romantic, moving, or just simply 

hilarious. I am so thrilled to have found him. Do not pass up the opportunity to have him document your wedding !!!!”

MICHELLE
“We were fortunate enough to find Jonathan Scott and JSP Studios for our engagement and wedding photos. He and 

his team were recommended through a friend who experienced his services as a bridesmaid in another wedding. We 

researched his photos and fell in love with the editorial style and unique visual scope of his work -- his photographs are 

STUNNING. We met before our engagement shoot over dinner to get to know each other better and customize our 

experience. We were able to connect and know that we were going to achieve the look we wanted out of our images 

and brainstorm about unique venues. Perez Art Museum Miami was the chosen destination for our engagement 

pictures and we were the first couple to have our photos shot at the location. Jonathan and his team took their time 

finding the right set ups/moments and we ultimately loved the final product. He helped us through the timeline and 

adding on videography for our wedding and his team were prompt and professional on our big day. JSP Studios 

captured our once in a lifetime moments and we couldn’t be happier with the experience.”





T E S T I M O N I A L S

LINDSEY
“I really cannot say enough good things about Jonathan Scott and JSP Photography Studio. He and is team are 

simply incredible. From the moment I met Jonathan, I knew he would be the one that would capture all the feelings 

and experiences that surrounded our Wedding. To start, Jonathan shot our engagement photos on two (2) separate 

occasions to make sure we got both the night and day time photos we were looking for. Jonathan’s photos are not 

the typical Wedding photos and poses that give that forced feel to them. Instead, he strives at capturing the essence 

of the couple and their unique love and personality. No shot taken by Jonathan is the same and no shot he captures 

is like anything you have ever seen before. 

I just received the photos that Jonathan took of our Wedding and people cannot stop emailing and texting me about 

how absolutely incredible and captivating the photos are. He truly captured the love, happiness and energy that 

surrounded our Wedding, as if by looking at the photos I am reliving the moments all over again. I cannot thank 

Jonathan and his team enough. To top it off, Jonathan and his team are that group that will stick by your side the 

entire night (our party went into the wee late hours) and will do anything just to capture the whole experience. 

Even better, he does not charge by the hour which shows how truly dedicated he is. Lastly, not only am I lucky that 

Jonathan was our photographer, he has now become a friend. He truly is an incredible person both inside and out 

and I am so honored he was a part of my team. I would recommend Jonathan and JSP Studio to anyone - - please 

do not miss out on the experience of letting this team capture the most precious moments in your life - - as I plan to 

use him for years and years to come at both big and small moments (he is that amazing). Thank you again Jonathan 

Scott and JSP!!”
 





T E S T I M O N I A L S

TRANG
“Jonathan took pictures when Jeff (my husband) proposed. The emotions captured on that photo series is palpable. 

I relive the joy I felt that day every time I see those photos. Jeff was hooked from the beginning. Both Jeff and I 

have very good income, but because I am a minimalist, I wanted our wedding cost to be kept to a minimum, but Jeff 

convinced me to spend the extra money to fly Jonathan from Florida to capture our wedding in Kansas City. His cost 

is compared to local photographers but it was the extra cost of room and board for Jonathan and his assistance that 

we had to considered in our overall budget. 

It was well worth every penny. Right before the wedding, I worked 2 weeks straight (1 week of nights). I had a day of 

coordinator but did all the leg work of the wedding on my own. By the time the wedding rolled around, I was exhausted 

and ready for the wedding to be done. The weekend was wonderful, but Jonathan could tell I was exhausted. Despite 

this, he got some amazing pictures. It is one thing to get beautiful photos with a gorgeous backdrop, but it takes talent 

to get breathtaking photos with an exhausted bride, barely blooming trees and grass, and flat Kansas background. 

Also, I come from a large Asian family that like posed family pictures, but my husband and I wanted photos that 

captured the emotions of the day. Jonathan managed to make my family very happy, and we did not spend most of 

our wedding day posing in front of the camera. Jonathan also has an amazing personality. He is down to earth but 

well traveled. He has life experiences, which is why I think his photos are so revealing. We love him so much that we 

are already planning on getting photos for our 1st year anniversary.” 





P A C K A G E S

REHEARSAL DINNER &

PERIPHERAL EVENT COVERAGE 

Inclusion in these events allows me 
to capture the bride, the groom their 
families and their inner circle in an 
informal setting. These gatherings 
make for great photojournalistic 
imagery.

EDITORIAL STYLE HALF DAY & 

FULL DAY ENGAGEMENT SESSIONS

I strive to create a set of images that 
is unique to my clients chemistry by 
collaborating with them to define 
the atmosphere of the shoot. I 
pay careful attention to location, 
wardrobe, continuity, and of course 
passion! It’s all in the kiss...

CUSTOM DESIGNED ALBUMS 

We have a few unique and custom 
approaches to creating our wedding  
albums. Our designs are clean 
and traditional with cover material 
options ranging from leather to linen.

ADDITIONAL OFFERINGS

Additional Photographers

Boudoir Sessions

Maternity Sessions 

Mitzvah Pricing 

H 

BASE PACKAGES INCLUDE TWO PHOTOGRAPHERS, ITINERARY BASED COVERAGE, AND 
THE HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES ON A CUSTOM FLASH DRIVE. 

ERE ARE A FEW OF THE MOST 

COMMON PACKAGE ELEMENTS. 

WEDDING DAY COVERAGE

My coverage is based on the 
predetermined itinerary for the 
event. This way I tailor myself 
around the clients schedule, not 
mine. This type of coverage 
ensures that myself and my team 
don’t miss anything. 

TRAVEL

Available for travel worldwide. 
No travel charges are applied to 
New York City brides traveling to 

Florida. 



P R I C I N G

WEDDING DAY 

Proofs on personalized website.
High resolution images on custom flash drive.
8 Hours of Coverage

With Jonathan                                                                                                     
With Jonathan and a second photographer         
                                                         

$3000
$4000

Jonathan Additional Hourly Rate

Each Additional Photographer

ENGAGEMENT

2 Hour Session
Half Day
Full Day

40PG WEDDING ALBUM

8x8
9x10
12x14
14x16
Extra Pages (8 minimum)

Average number of images per album is between 
80-100.

Additional available album components will be discussed 
with each individual client according to their taste.

$750

$500

$750
$350

$1250

$1360
$1560
$1960
$2760
$100

LINEN LEATHER

$950
$1200
$1500
$2250
$100





C O N T A C T

EDITORIAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
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